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the changes to the monk area are relatively minor, with a couple of new skill trees and a new useful passive: the monk's call ability will allow the monk to restore all of his spells back to their maximum amount when it expires. you can still use relic of good and relic of evil, but your maximum number of points to spend on them is now 8 instead of 10. the necromancer tree takes a short journey from the vanilla necromancer to the necromancer in diablo ii: rise of the necromancer. the necromancer, unlike the monk, builds off of what the vanilla necromancer did well with extra parry and a few new necro spells. early necromancer will be
very similar to the original monk, with a few key changes. the all-powerful ability that the monk had, which turned him into a being of destruction, is now how the necromancer brings all of his enemies down. the necromancer's mystic missiles is not as powerful as the monk's autofire, but it turns the necromancer into a great firing machine. the necromancer also gets a faster death (and later the drain soul skill), with the two new skills, rip and shadow strike. the subterfuge tree allows the druid to utilize traps for a number of times, though they generally have a cooldown, and few basic traps are provided. the traps themselves have no

defenses and thus are extremely fast to set up, and a combination of traps can be used to create a solid siege. the basic traps are blade pull and lamp pull, both of which take a certain number of seconds to set up, and then apply a ranged attack to any enemy target in range, which inflicts moderate damage. both of these traps are useful for clearing out traps early in a game, or quickly dealing with annoying enemies. also, the level 30 skill death sentry can be used to fire a lightning strike for both normal damage and a chance to shock nearby enemies, though this skill is very situational. in addition, the level 30 skill flame shield
provides a defensive shield that lowers the damage of fire spells and increases the amount of mana the druid recovers from fire spells by 25%. the other notable trap skill is trap blocker, which gives 3 minutes of invulnerability to the druid.
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